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ABSTRACT
Extremely high data rates expected in next-generation radio interferometers necessi-
tate a fast and robust way to process measurements in a big data context. Dimen-
sionality reduction can alleviate computational load needed to process these data, in
terms of both computing speed and memory usage. In this article, we present image
reconstruction results from highly reduced radio-interferometric data, following our
previously proposed data dimensionality reduction method, Rsing, based on studying
the distribution of the singular values of the measurement operator. This method com-
prises a simple weighted, subsampled discrete Fourier transform of the dirty image.
Additionally, we show that an alternative gridding-based reduction method works well
for target data sizes of the same order as the image size. We reconstruct images from
well-calibrated VLA data to showcase the robustness of our proposed method down
to very low data sizes in a ‘real data’ setting. We show through comparisons with the
conventional reduction method of time- and frequency-averaging, that our proposed
method produces more accurate reconstructions while reducing data size much further,
and is particularly robust when data sizes are aggressively reduced to low fractions of
the image size. Rsing can function in a block-wise fashion, and could be used in the
future to process incoming data by blocks in real-time, thus opening up the possibility
of performing ‘on-line’ imaging as the data are being acquired. matlab code for the
proposed dimensionality reduction method is available on GitHub.
Key words: techniques: interferometric – techniques: image processing – methods:
numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
The planned data processing pipelines for next generation
radio interferometers like the Square Kilometre Array (SKA)
are expected to witness an explosion of radio-interferometric
data. The estimated and oft-quoted data rate for the SKA
is about five terabits per second (Broekema et al. 2015).
Such a data rate is necessary to enable the SKA to meet
its ambitious science goals through very high-fidelity im-
ages of the radio sky, with gigapixel resolution and high
dynamic ranges of six/seven orders of magnitude. Yet, it is
very demanding to be handled on-the-fly with current imag-
ing techniques. Two major directions of research towards
addressing the challenge of processing such high data rates
are, namely, fast/efficient imaging and data size reduction.
Novel imaging methods based on sparse reconstruction are
being actively developed to enable real-time processing to
scale with the deluge of acquired data (Wiaux et al. 2009;
? E-mail: vijay.kartik@epfl.ch
Li et al. 2011; Carrillo et al. 2014; Dabbech et al. 2015; Fer-
rari et al. 2015; Garsden et al. 2015; Onose et al. 2016).
These proposed imaging methods employ iterative, convex
optimization-based algorithms, and are designed to exploit
image sparsity in suitable bases. These iterative reconstruc-
tion algorithms are often computationally intensive, hence
requiring big data processing solutions in a distributed, high
performance computing (HPC) setting.
In addition to HPC-ready imaging algorithms, another
interesting direction is the development of dimensionality
reduction methods, where large amounts of data are embed-
ded to more manageable sizes on which further processing
such as imaging and calibration is performed. Naturally, the
aim is to be able to process the embedded data and produce
images with no loss in the reconstruction quality when com-
pared with images produced from the full data set. Dimen-
sionality reduction pertaining to radio-interferometric data
has traditionally been performed using time- and frequency-
averaging, with averaging bins chosen according to a combi-
nation of factors including the desired data reduction, field
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of view, and relevant science objectives among others. These
averaging methods, however, can only reduce the data size
to a limited extent, depending on the number of time and
frequency data-points available respectively as snapshots
and channels. Moreover, this type of averaging introduces
‘smearing’ artefacts in the reconstructed images. Smearing
presents in the image as attenuated off-centre sources. This
attenuation in itself may not always be undesirable, however.
For example, a decidedly fortunate effect of smearing is the
attenuation of the global background known as far sidelobe
confusion noise (FSCN). In general, though, smearing arte-
facts in an image are detrimental to image quality, since
the overall apparent flux is reduced and the point spread
function is distorted (Atemkeng et al. 2016). The ill-effects
of averaging visibilities are known and documented in the
literature, and several approaches to mitigate them through
windowing/filtering methods have been proposed, e.g. by Of-
fringa et al. (2012); Parsons et al. (2016). Atemkeng et al.
(2016) proposed a baseline-dependent windowing method
to minimize smearing artefacts, while continuing to use an
averaging-based method for data size reduction.
Linear dimensionality reduction using random projec-
tions has also been studied in numerical algebra research,
notably under the name of ‘sketching’, which describes the
process of solving a high-dimensional optimization problem
by mapping it to a lower-dimensional subspace where solv-
ing the problem would be more reasonable (Mahoney 2011;
Woodruff 2014). The feasibility of random projections to re-
duce data dimensionality was investigated by Kartik et al.
(2015). Further advances in this direction leading to a pro-
posed Fourier dimensionality reduction model for interfer-
ometry are described in recent work by Kartik et al. (2017).
The proposed method is presented as a fast and modular
embedding operator consisting of taking a weighted, sub-
sampled Fourier transform of the dirty image.
This article demonstrates the robustness of this recently
proposed method down to very low data sizes in a real
data setting, using well-calibrated observations of the ra-
dio galaxy Cygnus A. Section 2 provides the background of
the ill-posed inverse problem of radio-interferometric imag-
ing and briefly describes the sparse reconstruction-based ap-
proach to solving this problem. In section 3, we present our
proposed dimensionality reduction method based on the sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD) of the measurement oper-
ator and compare it with the existing standard dimensional-
ity reduction method of averaging continuous visibilities over
time and frequency. We additionally present reconstruction
results using a modified gridding-based reduction method,
and make comparisons with our SVD-based method in the
case of low data size. The mathematical background and
motivation for the proposed method can be found in Kartik
et al. (2017). Image reconstruction results using real radio-
interferometric data are presented in section 4, showing the
robustness of our reduction method and its effectiveness in a
big data setting, owing to the achieved drastic reduction in
data size. We show that images reconstructed using our ag-
gressive data dimensionality reduction method in combina-
tion with the convex optimization-based imaging algorithm
proposed in Onose et al. (2016) compare favourably to im-
ages obtained either with gridded visibilities or ‘classical’ di-
mensionality reduction like averaging, and perform equally
well or better when compared to images reconstructed from
the full data set of continuous visibilities. We conclude in
section 5 with comments on the suitability of dimensionality
reduction as a means of addressing the technical challenges
of dealing with very high data rates, and indicate avenues
for future work in real-time processing of SKA data. matlab
code for the reconstructions and different dimensionality re-
duction methods is available on GitHub1.
2 RADIO-INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING
2.1 Measurement equation
Radio interferometers measure Fourier components of sky
brightness. This simplified interpretation can be traced to
the van Cittert-Zernike theorem (Thompson et al. 2001),
which under the assumptions of (i) small field of view, and
(ii) narrow-band incoherent signals, can be rephrased as the
following “measurement equation” -
y(u, v) =
∬
Ω
A(l,m, u, v) x(l,m) e−2pii(ul+vm) dl dm, (1)
where y(u, v) are the ‘visibilities’ obtained from an under-
lying sky brightness ‘image’ x(l,m). A(l,m, u, v) includes all
antenna properties like collecting area, beam pattern and
other direction dependent effects (e.g., the w-term). The in-
tegral is computed over Ω = {(l,m) : l2 + m2 < 1}. (u,v)
form the coordinates of the visibilities y in the plane per-
pendicular to the line of sight, and (l, m) those of the sky
brightness distribution x. A detailed discussion of the mea-
surement equation can be found in Thompson et al. (2001);
Smirnov (2011). The discretized form of the linear measure-
ment model can then be written as
y = Φx + n, (2)
where x ∈ RN is now the (vectorized) image and y ∈ CM
the visibilities vector, corrupted with an additive measure-
ment noise n ∈ CM . Φ ∈ CM×N is the measurement op-
erator denoting the linear relation between the signal and
the continuous visibilities, given by Φ = GFDRZB, where B
denotes the primary beam, Z the zero-padding operator on
the image needed to compute the discrete Fourier transform
of x on a finer sampling grid in the Fourier domain, and
F the discrete Fourier transform operator for the oversam-
pled grid (we later use F to denote the non-oversampled,
image-sized Fourier transform). G is a convolution interpo-
lation operator to map from the discrete frequency grid to
the continuous uv plane, and DR is a diagonal matrix that
contains the reciprocal of the inverse Fourier transform of
the interpolation kernel used in G, to undo the effects of the
convolution. We assume B = I, where I is identity. We also as-
sume that direction-dependent effects can be accounted for
in this approach by allowing general interpolation kernels in
each row of the matrix G. For convenience in notation, we
also define the combined operator Z = DRZ and rewrite the
measurement operator as
Φ = GFZ ∈ CM×N . (3)
In this article we assume complete knowledge ofΦ and there-
fore pre-calibrated continuous visibilities y. We note that G†
1 http://basp-group.github.io/fourierdimredn
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is a ‘gridding’ operator that maps continuous visibilities to
the oversampled discrete Fourier grid. The superscript ‘†’ is
used to denote the adjoint operator/matrix.
2.2 Convex optimization-based imaging methods
The incompleteness of the Fourier coverage modelled in
equation (1) leads to an ill-posed inverse problem when
solving for x in equation (2). The ‘classical’ method to re-
cover the image x is the clean algorithm (Ho¨gbom 1974)
or one of its variants like Cotton-Schwab-clean (Schwab
1984) or multiscale-clean (Cornwell 2008). Several recently
proposed imaging algorithms for radio interferometry rely
on convex optimization methods, and have been shown to
be more suitable for reconstructing images from radio in-
terferometry data (Carrillo et al. 2014; Dabbech et al. 2015;
Garsden et al. 2015; Onose et al. 2016). The common thread
among them is to exploit the sparsity of either the image
or its representation in a suitable basis. A combined sparse
representation-based imaging method was proposed by Car-
rillo et al. (2014) as the sara algorithm, which uses the con-
cept of average sparsity over multiple bases simultaneously.
Kartik et al. (2017) use the sara algorithm and employ
an Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (admm)-
based minimizer to reconstruct images from simulated data,
with both a full set of continuous visibilities and different
sets of reduced visibilities. In the current work, we recon-
struct images from real data using the Primal-Dual Forward-
Backward (pdfb)-based minimizer with the sara algorithm.
This pdfb algorithm proposed by Onose et al. (2016) was
shown to be faster and more easily parallelizable when com-
pared to other iterative minimization methods, and is there-
fore an appropriate choice for recovering images from high-
dimensional data with the possibility of deploying an HPC-
ready version in the future.
3 DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
Dimensionality reduction comprises embedding a high-
dimensional vector y ∈ CM to a lower-dimensional vector
y ′ ∈ CM′ such that M ′  M. A general linear dimensional-
ity reduction method would achieve this through an operator
R ∈ CM′×M . Applying such an operator R to the measure-
ment equation defined in equation (2), we obtain the ‘em-
bedded’ inverse problem
y ′ = RΦx + Rn. (4)
We note here that the choice of R directly affects the com-
putation and application of the measurement operator, and
therefore needs to be designed such that computing embed-
ded visibilities multiple times in an iterative algorithm with
the combined measurement operator Φ′ = RΦ remains com-
putationally efficient.
3.1 Singular value-based dimensionality reduction
Kartik et al. (2017) show that a fast and easily realizable
dimensionality reduction of continuous visibilities can be
achieved by taking into account the distribution of the sin-
gular values of the measurement operator Φ, and propose a
Fourier dimensionality reduction model, given by an embed-
ding operator
Rsing = Σ
−1
0 SFΦ
† ∈ CN0×M, (5)
where Φ is given by equation (3), Σ is a diagonal matrix
containing the singular values of Φ, and can be calculated
to a good approximation by simply computing the square
root of Diag(FΦ†ΦF†), and S is a subsampling matrix to
select the dimensions corresponding to the N0 ≤ N non-zero
singular values present in Σ (giving us Σ0), thus producing
a dimensionality reduction below image size.
The full measurement operator, given by
Φ′sing = Σ
−1
0 SFΦ
†Φ ∈ CN0×N , (6)
is suitably fast for repeated application in iterative mini-
mization algorithms. The speed of applying the full mea-
surement operator Φ′sing results from the simplicity of this
dimensionality reduction, which consists of computing the
dirty image and taking its discrete Fourier transform, and
finally subsampling and weighting the result to form a low-
dimensional data vector.
Rsing, in the above form, preserves all the information
from the original measurement operator through preserving
its null space by retaining all dimensions with non-zero sin-
gular values. We may, however, be able to afford a more ag-
gressive dimensionality reduction by using the subsampling
matrix S to not only discard the zero-valued singular values,
but also those that have a ‘small’ magnitude (where ‘small’
is relative to a threshold decided in advance). Indeed, pre-
liminary results on simulated data reported in Kartik et al.
(2017) show promising image reconstruction with very low
data sizes. We show with tests on real data that a trade-off
between reaching very low data sizes and maintaining rea-
sonable image quality can be achieved with Rsing, which is
robust to discarding dimensions.
‘On-line’ dimensionality reduction
One issue with the current formulation of Rsing stems from
the forward model as described in equation (2). It requires
that the full data set y ∈ CM be available to us initially,
which implies handling M-dimensional data for the first set
of computations, which is precisely what dimensionality re-
duction aims to avoid in the first place. Furthermore, ap-
plying Rsing would involve either computing the dirty image
from high-dimensional data, or avoiding the higher dimen-
sion by pre-computing Φ†Φ (or more precisely, G†G). This
pre-computation, even though it only needs to be performed
once, requires handling M-dimensional structures yet again.
This seems to counteract all the computational savings that
Rsing claims to provide. However, the block-separable struc-
ture of Rsing can be exploited to resolve this issue. The holo-
graphic matrix H = G†G (Sullivan et al. 2012) combines the
steps of computing and gridding visibilities to the discrete
Fourier grid into a single, pre-computed mapping. This can
be split into separate blocks Hi, giving
H = G†G =
∑
Gi
†Gi =
∑
Hi ∈ Co2N×o2N . (7)
The discrete Fourier grid contains o2N points for an over-
sampling factor of o. We note that the combined measure-
ment operator Φ′sing given in equation (6) can then be ex-
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2017)
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pressed as a sum of separate block-wise operators, giving
Φ′sing = Σ
−1
0 S
∑
Φ′i ∈ CN0×N , (8)
where
Φ′i = FΦi
†Φi = FZ
†
F
†
HiFZ ∈ CN×N , (9)
Φi being blocks of the original measurement operator Φ.
We see here that the forward modelling is performed in the
lower dimension N0 through block-wise measurement opera-
tors also in the lower dimension N, without ever performing
computations in the higher dimension M as outlined origi-
nally in equation (3). We can thus apply the combined mea-
surement operator in blocks Φ′i , leading to the reduced data
vector y ′i , given by
y ′ = Σ−10 S
∑
y ′i ∈ CN0, (10)
where
y ′i = FΦi
† yi ∈ CN . (11)
So, as each batch of visibilities yi is acquired, we can par-
tially apply our dimensionality reduction Rsing on-line by
taking a Fourier transform of the dirty image obtained from
the batch. This results in an immediate size reduction down
to N, the image size – without intermediate steps in the
higher dimension M. These N-sized data can be added se-
quentially as each batch of data is processed. As a final step
after all visibilities are acquired and reduced, we can apply
the subsampling and weighting through Σ−10 S, to obtain the
low-dimensional embedded data that can be fed into imag-
ing algorithms. The data size at this stage would then be
lower than image size.
Calculating Σ−10 is crucial as these weights define the im-
portance of the singular values of the measurement operator
Φ, and are key in maintaining the reconstruction quality
from embedded visibilities. As outlined in the above equa-
tions, Σ−10 and S can be applied at the end of a two-step
reduction process, after reducing batches of data to image
size N on-line. However, given our prior knowledge of Φ –
which covers the telescope characteristics and the observa-
tion details for a given coverage – we can compute Σ−10 and
S in advance, and apply them as part of the block-wise size
reduction, thus further reducing data dimensionality to N0
per batch, instead of N. One of the main advantages of this
on-line method of dimensionality reduction is that the full-
sized measurement operator Φ never needs to be created or
handled, thus saving computational resources.
With this scheme of applying the dimensionality reduc-
tion Rsing to batches of data, we propose an avenue to handle
high-dimensional data as they are acquired. This can po-
tentially be plugged in as a module in the data processing
pipeline, leading to an imaging step with already reduced
data, while guaranteeing that the information content from
the original data is retained.
3.2 Gridding-based dimensionality reduction
Another dimensionality reduction we discuss in this article
is derived from the standard method of ‘gridding’ visibilities,
i. e., mapping continuous visibilities to the discrete Fourier
grid. This can be modelled as applying R = G†. Details of the
mathematical background for this modelling are described
in Kartik et al. (2017), where G† is also shown to provide
a reasonable compromise between data size reduction and
image reconstruction quality while using simulated data. We
maintain comparability with Rsing by defining a modified
version of the gridding operation as follows:
Rgrid =W
−1
0 SG
† ∈ CN×M . (12)
So, instead of the weighted, subsampled Fourier transform of
the dirty image as in the case of Rsing equation (5), here we
implement a weighted, subsampled gridding of the continu-
ous visibilities. The weights W are obtained by computing
the square root of Diag(G†G), and the subsampling matrix
S selects the N ≤ o2N dimensions corresponding to non-zero
values of W (resulting in W0), i.e., the N discrete Fourier
grid points that do have contributions from interpolation
kernels.
Similarly to the aggressive dimensionality reduction
with Rsing, we can also perform a further dimensionality
reduction with Rgrid. From an initial mapping to the size
of the oversampled Fourier grid, a conservative reduction
discards dimensions corresponding to ‘holes’ in the Fourier
grid, denoting discrete grid points that are not covered by
an interpolation kernel in the uv plane. For a further re-
duction in dimensionality, discrete Fourier grid points with
minimal contributions from any interpolation kernels can
be discarded. As we discuss later in section 4, this is closely
linked to the initial uv coverage, and further dimensionality
reduction may or may not be possible without losing recon-
struction quality, depending on the location of the uv points
with respect to the discrete Fourier grid.
Rgrid can also be applied on-the-fly to data as they are
acquired in batches. We can follow the argument outlined
in equations (8)-(11), and use the block sub-structure of the
holographic matrix H (as defined in equation (7)) in a similar
fashion, giving
Φ′grid =W
−1
0 S
∑
Φ′i ∈ CN×N , (13)
where
Φ′i = Gi
†Φi = HiFZ ∈ Co2N×N . (14)
In this case, the reduced data vector y ′i is then given by
y ′ =W−10 S
∑
y ′i ∈ CN , (15)
where
y ′i = Gi
† yi ∈ Co
2N . (16)
Data can be acquired in batches, and each batch yi can be
immediately embedded to the oversampled discrete Fourier
grid by applying G†i . This reduces the data dimensionality
as a first step. Further reduction can possibly be applied
by subsampling from this reduced data set. We note from
equations (14) and (16) that the reduction is achieved with-
out ever performing computations in the higher dimension
M as modelled in the original measurement operator given
by equation (3). Moreover, as for Rsing, W
−1
0 and S may be
computed in advance and applied to each batch of data, thus
reducing data size to N instead of o2N from the beginning,
instead of a two step process.
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3.3 Visibility averaging
The conventional method of reducing data dimensionality in
radio interferometry today is time- and frequency- averaging
of continuous visibilities. Time-averaging refers to averaging,
across consecutive snapshots, the visibilities that correspond
to the same baseline. Increasing the number of snapshots
that one includes in an averaging bin leads to a bigger reduc-
tion in data size but comes at the cost of a coarser and more
inaccurate coverage of the uv space. Frequency-averaging is
performed across channels, averaging over visibilities corre-
sponding to the same baseline for a given snapshot. In the
case of narrow-bandwidth channels in an averaging bin, the
reduced data may remain a good approximation of the orig-
inal data, and is indeed a quick and easy dimensionality re-
duction method. Time- and frequency-averaging, however,
have limitations. Due to the limited number of snapshots
in typical data sets, time-averaging cannot lead to dras-
tic data dimensionality reduction. A major cause of loss of
reconstruction quality, however, is the fact that time- and
frequency-averaging are typically performed without being
appropriately modelled in the measurement operator that
is ultimately used for image reconstruction. The measure-
ment operator does not take into account the averaging
operation performed, relying only on (now inaccurate) de-
gridding kernels over the Fourier grid which do not cor-
respond to the ‘reduced’ data. An appropriately modelled
‘new’ measurement operator would be Φ′ = RavgΦ where
Ravg would implement the averaging over continuous visi-
bilities. Instead, standard practice is to continue using the
measurement operator Φ in the imaging process. The effects
of this mis-modelling – and indeed of the side-effects of the
averaging itself – can be seen in lower image reconstruction
quality. In particular, the effect of averaging over identical
bins in all baselines is seen in reconstructed images in the
form of ‘smearing’. Atemkeng et al. (2016) propose baseline-
dependent windowing functions to mitigate smearing effects,
and further suggest that choosing larger time-averaging bins
for shorter baselines (and vice versa) would reduce smearing
in the image domain.
Time- and frequency- averaging cannot be performed
indefinitely to reach arbitrarily low data sizes. The absolute
minimum reachable sizes are governed by initial conditions
of the data acquisition, mainly the time intervals between
snapshots, the number of channels and the overall uv cov-
erage. In addition, averaging data to achieve very low data
sizes may lead to a decline in the reconstruction quality –
both in itself and with respect to other data reduction meth-
ods. Results of image recovery tests with extremely low-sized
data support this conjecture, and visual comparisons be-
tween images recovered using visibilities by applying Rsing,
Rgrid and simple averaging are shown in section 4.
Averaging lends itself readily to on-the-fly application.
Indeed, on-line batch processing of acquired data would be
the simplest method of data reduction through averaging.
The ease of using batch-wise averaging is, however, tempered
by the loss in image reconstruction quality that accompanies
it. This is particularly relevant for averaging aggressively to
reach lower data sizes, as we show through image reconstruc-
tion results on real data.
4 IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS
4.1 Data set details
To test and compare the different data reduction methods
described in section 3, we consider real data sets of obser-
vations of the radio galaxy Cygnus A. The data consist of
complex visibilities acquired as part of wideband observa-
tions in 2015-2016 by the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Ar-
ray (VLA), operated by the National Radio Astronomy Ob-
servatory (NRAO) in New Mexico, USA. The data corre-
spond to the ‘C’ band, over a narrow spectral window of
128 MHz acquired over 64 2 MHz wide channels, centred
at 6680 MHz. Measurements were recorded using the VLA
in configuration C, pointing at the phase centre given by
RA= 19h 59mn 28.356s (J2000) and DEC= +40◦44′2.07′′.
Testing dimensionality reduction methods requires
high-dimensional data. For the considered data set, given the
relatively small number of data points per channel (≈ 2×105)
and the very narrow spectral window of observations, we de-
cided to collate data from several channels together to form
one single uv coverage, from which the aim is to recover a
single image. Collating data from all 64 channels, however,
was impractical due to computational limitations on (i) re-
constructing without dimensionality reduction, and (ii) pre-
computing the holographic matrix H to enable application of
Rgrid and Rsing. We note here that this issue can be avoided
in the future by applying on-line dimensionality reduction,
which would ensure that we never handle the full data set,
instead always taking per-block data as input, leading to
manageable data sizes at each step of the imaging process.
Therefore, we chose 10 separate channels between 6630 MHz
and 6720 MHz and concatenated their visibilities together,
yielding a uv coverage with about 2× 106 data points. Since
the spectral slope in the data set was mild enough to be
negligible over the observed bandwidth, we performed sin-
gle frequency imaging and did not treat different channels
separately as one would for hyperspectral imaging. The uv
points were normalized to the maximum baseline and sub-
sequently scaled to lie within [−pi, pi]. An illustration of the
uv coverage is shown in Fig. 1, with visibilities from three
channels.
4.2 Image recovery from VLA data
The VLA data was used to reconstruct 256 × 256 images
with a pixel width of 0.5′′– this corresponds to recovering
a signal of up to 2.5 times the band-limit of the observa-
tions. The full data set of 2 × 106 continuous visibilities is
thus ≈ 30 times larger than the size of reconstructed images
(≈ 6.5×104). Images were reconstructed from data of varying
dimensions, obtained through one of the following methods:
(i) full data with no dimensionality reduction, (ii) simple
averaging over time and frequency bins, (iii) dimensionality
reduction by applying Rgrid, and (iv) dimensionality reduc-
tion by applying Rsing. In the first two cases, image recovery
was performed using both ms-clean and pdfb algorithms.
In the latter two cases, only pdfb was used.
Fig. 2 shows image reconstruction using ms-clean2 on
2 We used the implementation available in the ‘WSClean’ pro-
gram (Offringa et al. 2014)
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Figure 1. Illustration of VLA uv coverage used in the tests.
Visibilities from different channels are collated to cover the same
uv plane. The three colours shown here signify three different
channels. All uv points were normalised to the maximum baseline.
The values shown here are before scaling to lie between [−pi, pi],
to keep individual channel data visually distinct in spite of the
narrow spectral window of the data set.
data of varying sizes, obtained by time- and frequency-
averaging the initial data set. The left column shows restored
images, where the model, smoothed with the clean beam, is
added to the residual image. We do not show the model im-
ages as they are not physically realistic. ms-clean was run
with Briggs weighting (robust weighting parameter set to
−1) and a major loop gain of 0.8, and took 6 major itera-
tions on the full data set to produce a model image of size
2048×2048 from which a 256×256 image was cropped. Reduc-
ing the full data set to lower sizes corresponding to 4N and N
through a simple time-averaging, over 10 and 20 snapshots
respectively, led to increasing artefacts in the reconstructed
image. We can see regular structures in the residuals cor-
responding to smearing effects in the reconstructed image.
A much lower data size of 0.2N was reached by first time-
averaging the full data over 30 snapshots and subsequently
frequency-averaging over 10 channels. Running ms-clean
on this reduced data led to poor image quality, and may
be attributed to the unrealistic averaging needed to reach
low data size. In the first column of Fig. 3, we note that re-
constructing images using the pdfb algorithm on the same
reduced data sets produced images of better visual quality.
This agrees with results previously reported on data without
dimensionality reduction (Onose et al. 2016, 2017; Kartik
et al. 2017). We can nevertheless observe the adverse effects
of drastic averaging methods on pdfb, in the form of arte-
facts for images reconstructed from very low data sizes, like
0.2N.
We can thus see that averaging has several limitations
as a dimensionality reduction method. The final data sizes
that can be achieved using averaging are limited by the ini-
tial number of snapshots and the number of channels in the
data set. The time-averaged data offers a uv coverage that is
more incomplete than the original data set and, in addition,
the measurement model is inaccurately approximated due to
the omission of the averaging operation Ravg. Consequently,
reconstructed images from both ms-clean and pdfb contain
related artefacts. The low data size of 0.2N ≈ 13 000 visibil-
ities is reached by averaging over arbitrarily large bins. Re-
ducing data size in this manner is not meaningful, however,
since the corresponding loss of information cannot be com-
pensated for by a simple averaging procedure. Averaging is
clearly limited by the need to critically sample the uv plane,
and ignoring these hard limits has severe ill-effects on the
reconstruction. Averaging produces reasonable images only
if the final data size is much higher than that shown here.
We were able to reconstruct an image with negligible arte-
facts with a reduced data size of 7N ≈ 455 000 visibilities
– obtained by time-averaging the collated data set over 5
snapshots – which is much higher than the most conserva-
tive reduction performed by Rgrid (4N) or Rsing (N). Image
reconstruction from averaged data may also perform better
if the correct measurement model were taken into account,
by including the averaging operation Ravg as mentioned in
section 3.3. The current work, however, mimics the state-of-
the-art averaging method which ignores Ravg at the expense
of inaccurate image recovery.
The second and third columns in Figs. 3 and 4 show a
visual comparison of the reconstructed and residual images,
respectively, from data reduced using the dimensionality re-
duction methods Rgrid and Rsing, and then imaged using the
pdfb algorithm. The largest data size that can be achieved
after applying Rgrid is 4N, and that for Rsing is N, which is
why target data sizes above these values are shown as blank
spaces in the corresponding columns of Figs. 3 and 4. On the
other hand, both Rgrid and Rsing allow us – by construction
– to attain arbitrarily low data dimensionality by choosing
to discard dimensions based either on the significance of the
contribution of interpolation kernels to the discrete Fourier
grid points (in the case of Rgrid) or on the significance of the
singular values of the original measurement operator (in the
case of Rsing). We see in Fig. 3 that both these dimension-
ality reduction methods outperform averaging for the same
target data sizes. We note that for final data sizes of approx-
imately the same order as the image size, i.e., 4N, N, 0.2N,
Rgrid performs as well as Rsing. The robustness of Rsing, how-
ever is apparent when data size is aggressively reduced to as
low as 0.05N and 0.02N. At these extremely low sizes, we can
see that data reduced using Rsing continue to retain much of
the original features of the image (as can be seen in the side
lobes in particular) whereas Rgrid appears to recover only
the overall structure, producing an overly smooth appear-
ance lacking detail. We note here that the final data size of
0.02N is achieved by reducing from an initial data size of
30N, which represents a dimensionality reduction factor of
≈ 1500, i.e., three orders of magnitude.
Residuals shown in Fig. 2 were computed with Briggs
weighting using ms-clean. Residuals shown in Fig. 4 were
computed using the original measurement operator for pdfb.
To enable visual comparison of clean and pdfb residual
images across columns of Figs. 2 and 4, residual images ob-
tained using pdfb have been scaled by the peak of the point
spread function (PSF)3. Unsurprisingly, we see an increase
in residual structures as we decrease the size of the data
3 PSFmax, the peak of the instrument response to a point source
image at the phase centre with a value 1 at the central pixel and
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used for image recovery (top to bottom). We note that with
Rsing (last column of Fig. 4), we were able to maintain the
absence of regular structures down to very low sizes.
An interesting observation is the similarity in the resid-
ual images for Rgrid for the data sizes 4N and N. The cor-
responding reconstructed images are also very similar to
each other. This may be due to the fact that the initial
uv coverage was concentrated in the lower frequencies of the
(oversampled) Fourier plane, leaving much of the uv plane
empty. Consequently, the number of effective discrete grid
points containing contributions from interpolation kernels
was much lower than 4N (≈ 0.6N in this particular case).
Reducing data size from 4N to N, therefore, has no effect on
the amount of information contained in the ‘reduced’ data
since the discarded dimensions would correspond to discrete
grid points with zero contributions anyway. Thus, the recon-
structed images look very similar, and a dip in reconstruc-
tion quality is only seen when the data size is reduced below
the number of effective discrete grid points.
Running pdfb on the full set of visibilities took ≈ 2 sec-
onds per iteration. Applying Rgrid or Rsing reduced the run-
ning time of pdfb to ≈ 0.2 seconds per iteration. This may
be attributed to the sparse nature of the constituent oper-
ators in Rgrid and Rsing. Additionally, the reduction in data
size potentially entails lower memory usage, but this was
not directly quantified in our tests. We see a clear computa-
tional advantage of performing dimensionality reduction on
the initial data set before invoking the imaging algorithm.
We also note that the quality of images recovered from re-
duced data produced with Rsing and Rgrid is comparable to
that obtained with the complete set of initial visibilities.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have shown the effectiveness of our pro-
posed dimensionality reduction method, Rsing, to handle the
large volumes of data expected to be acquired in next-
generation radio interferometers like the SKA. It is based
on retaining the original information content of the data,
and leverages the singular value decomposition of the orig-
inal measurement operator to achieve this. An alternative
reduction method, Rgrid, is closely related to the familiar
method of ‘gridding’ continuous visibilities to the discrete
Fourier grid, and works well when reducing to data sizes
close to the image size. We have shown through Cygnus A
image reconstruction using VLA data that both Rsing and
Rgrid outperform the current standard method of reducing
data dimension through simple time- and frequency- aver-
aging. Rsing is particularly robust down to extremely low
embedded sizes, and is a good candidate for reducing very
high-dimensional data. In our case of reconstructing 256×256
size images from well-calibrated VLA data, a final data size
of up to 2 per cent of the image size was reached with rea-
sonably low loss in image reconstruction quality. Given our
starting data size of 30 times image size (30N), a final data
size of 2 per cent of image size (0.02N) represents a dimen-
sionality reduction factor of ≈ 1500, i.e., more than three
zero otherwise, i.e., PSFmax = maxi(Φ†Φδ)i, where δ is the point
source image
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Figure 2. ms-clean image reconstructions using averaged vis-
ibilities. Left column: restored images in log10 scale. Right col-
umn: Briggs weighted residual images in linear scale. Rows de-
note final data size achieved after visibility averaging – from top
to bottom, 30N ≈ 2 000 000 visibilities (≡ full data, no averag-
ing), 4N ≈ 260 000 visibilities (time-averaging over 10 snapshots),
N ≈ 65 000 visibilities (time-averaging over 20 snapshots), and
0.2N ≈ 13 000 visibilities (time-averaging over 30 snapshots and
frequency-averaging over 10 channels). ms-clean was run with
Briggs weighting (robust weighting parameter set to −1).
orders of magnitude. One can expect significantly higher di-
mensionality reduction ratios for SKA data when the initial
data sizes could be many orders of magnitude larger than
image size, while the final data size using Rsing would always
be lower than image size, potentially reaching much lower,
depending on uv coverage and other data acquisition char-
acteristics. In addition to not having the same limitation
as averaging methods to reach very low data sizes, Rsing and
Rgrid also produce images with fewer reconstruction artefacts
for a comparable data size. Owing to the modular nature of
the constituent operators of Rsing and Rgrid, we propose a
mechanism that enables dimensionality reduction to be ap-
plied on-the-fly on data as they are being acquired. This
ensures that data size is reduced from the very beginning,
thus precluding any issues related to storing or processing
large amounts of data in real-time. This could be a possible
addition in the data pipelines for the SKA, which currently
estimates handling the massive amounts of data flow to be a
serious challenge. Further work with Rsing is foreseen towards
addressing calibration issues, and the suitability of dimen-
sionality reduction in the presence of large w-terms. mat-
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0 0.0028 0.0083 0.019 0.042 0.086 0.17 0.35 0.7 1.4 2.80 0.003 0.009 0.0 1 0.045 0.093 0.19 0.38 0.76 1.5 30 0.0 31 0.0092 0.022 0.046 0.096 0.19 0.39 0.78 1.6 3.1
0 0.0026 0.0079 0.018 0.039 0.082 0.16 0.33 0.67 1.3 2.70 0.0 3 0.009 0.0 1 0.045 0.093 0.19 0.38 0.76 1.5 30 0.0 31 0.0093 0.022 0.047 0.097 0.2 0.39 0.79 1.6 3.1
0 0.0028 0.0085 0.02 0.042 0.088 0.18 0.36 0.72 1.4 2.90 0.0 31 0.0094 0.022 0.047 0.097 0.2 0.39 0.79 1.6 3.2
0 0.0023 0.0069 0.016 0.035 0.072 0.15 0.29 0.59 1.2 2.30 0.0 31 0.0092 0.022 0.046 0.096 0.19 0.39 0.78 1.6 3.1Figure 3. Reconstructed images using the pdfb algorithm, shown in log10 scale. Columns denote different dimensionality reduction
methods – from left to right, (i) time- and frequency- averaging, (ii) Rgrid, and (iii) Rsing. Rows denote final data sizes achieved after
dimensionality reduction – from top to bottom, (i) 30N ≈ 2 000 000 visibilities (≡ full data, no reduction), (ii) 4N ≈ 260 000 visibilities,
(iii) N ≈ 65 000 visibilities, (iv) 0.2N ≈ 13 000 visibilities, (v) 0.05N ≈ 3 200 visibilities, and (vi) 0.02N ≈ 1 300 visibilities. Blank spaces in
a column represent data sizes that could not be reached with the dimensionality reduction method corresponding to that column.
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-0.05 -0.042 -0.034 -0.026 -0.018 -0.0098 -0.0018 0.0062 0.014 0.022 0.03-0.049 -0. 42 -0. 35 -0.027 -0.02 -0.013 -0.0056 0.0016 0.0089 0.016 0.023Figure 4. Naturally weighted residual images for the pdfb algorithm, shown in linear scale. Columns denote different dimensionality
reduction methods – from left to right, (i) time- and frequency- averaging, (ii) Rgrid, and (iii) Rsing. Rows denote final data sizes achieved
after dimensionality reduction – from top to bottom, (i) 30N ≈ 2 000 000 visibilities (≡ full data, no reduction), (ii) 4N ≈ 260 000 visibilities,
(iii) N ≈ 65 000 visibilities, (iv) 0.2N ≈ 13 000 visibilities, (v) 0.05N ≈ 3 200 visibilities, and (vi) 0.02N ≈ 1 300 visibilities. Blank spaces in
a column represent data sizes that could not be reached with the dimensionality reduction method corresponding to that column.
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lab code for the proposed dimensionality reduction method
(along with gridding and averaging methods, for compari-
son) is available on GitHub.
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